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When a busy mom documents her daily life on a smartphone, you’ll see real insights unfold in real time. Unlike
When a busy mom documents her daily life on a smartphone, you’ll see real insights unfold in real time.
traditional surveys that ask participants to recall behavior, our app tracks behaviors and emotions as they
Unlike traditional surveys that ask participants to recall behavior, our app tracks behaviors and emotions
happen, giving you unprecedented access into the lives of your mom consumers or employees.
as they happen, giving you unprecedented access into the lives of your mom consumers or employees.

HOW IT WORKS: A typical project stays in field for ten days to capture a true week in the life of modern moms. While the
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POTENTIAL TOPICS: Understand your customer’s passion and pain points around: the buying experience,
events, your brand and its

touch points, tv/print ads or digital experiences, managing finances and social behavior.
POTENTIAL
TOPICS: Understand your customer’s passion and pain points around: the buying experience, current events, your

brand and its touch points, tv/print ads or digital experiences, managing finances and social behavior.
For more information contact: emma@momcomplex.com
Visit our website: momcomplex.com
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